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PURPOSE & HYPOTHESIS
I think temperature affects crystal making. 

I think you have to freeze sugar to make crystals. Making rock candy will help us 
learn how crystals are formed.



RESEARCH
An experiment called “Fun with Crystals” in Jonathan Adolph’s book, “Mason Jar 
Science” began my interest in crystals. 

I thought it had to be cold for crystals to form.

After this experiment making rock candy, reading about crystals and watching 
some science videos online, I learned crystals are more about their molecules 
making a pattern than cold temperatures.



MATERIALS
-2 cups of water

-6 cups of sugar

-3 mason jars

-3 wooden skewers

-food coloring (red, blue, green)



EXPERIMENT
Make rock candy!

-Bring the 2 cups of water to a boil. Stir in sugar a half a cup at a time, stirring until 
all sugar is dissolved. 

-Dip skewers in syrup. Coat them with dry sugar. Set them on plate to dry.

-Pour syrup in three separate mason jars. Add a different food coloring to each jar 
to tell them apart. (Red, Blue and Green).

-Put one skewer in each mason jar.

- Each jar is left alone for seven days to watch crystals grow. The red jar was left 
on the counter at room temperature. The green jar was kept in the refrigerator and 
the blue jar was kept in the freezer



PHOTOS
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ANALYSIS
The red jar left at room temperature formed the most crystals.

The green jar kept in the refrigerator formed a few crystals.

The blue jar kept in the freezer turned into a thick syrup with almost no visible 
crystals.

We did not soak the skewers long enough for the crystals to stick to the skewers 
properly, but we could observe the crystals forming in the jar.  



CONCLUSION
My hypothesis was wrong. Crystals do not form because of cold temperatures.

What makes a crystal is its unique pattern of molecules.



REAL WORLD CONNECTION
A snowflake, a diamond, and a grain of sugar are all crystals. What makes them 
crystals are their molecules. They are all made of molecules that are organized in 
a pattern.

When making rock candy, the most crystals were formed at room temperature bc 
the molecules had the most room to move around.
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